
If you love the
Percy Jackson Series...
Check out these books!

Frostborn
by Lou Anders
Karn would rather play Thrones and Bones
than work on the family farm. Everything
changes when half-human, half-frost giantess
Thianna appears and takes Karn on an
adventure. Did I mention they are being
chased by a dragon and undead warriors?
JF ANDERS

Loki's Wolves
by Kelley Armstrong
Matt is a direct descendant of the god Thor.
His classmates, Fen and Laurie, are
descendants of the trickster god Loki. When
Ragnarok, the apocalypse, threatens, Matt,
Fen, and Laurie must fight monsters to
prevent the destruction of the world.
JF ARMSTRONG

The Relic of Perilous Falls
by Raymond Arroyo
Will is a headstrong 12-year-old with the
ability to see the menacing creatures
surrounding his town. After borrowing a
protective relic, he accidentally unleashes an
ancient evil and now must save everyone.
JF ARROYO

The Afterlife Academy
by Frank Cole
When Walter Prairie is struck dead by a bolt
of lightning, he’s fast-tracked through the
Afterlife Academy and assigned as a
Guardian Agent to protect a High-Level
Target: Charlie Dewdle. Charlie is a bit of a
misfit but his new book has unleashed havoc
on Earth. Walter and Charlie are now tasked

with saving the world from demons. JF COLE

The Colossus Rises
by Peter Lerangis
Jack, Marco, Aly, and Cass are ordinary teens
with some superior abilities, thanks to their
genetic abnormalities. They begin a quest to
find seven pieces of Atlantis' power that were
hidden long ago in order to save themselves
from their upcoming death. No pressure,
right? JF LERANGIS

Messenger Public Library of North Aurora
113 Oak Street
North Aurora, Illinois 60542
630-896-0240
www.messengerpl.org/
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Pegasus: The Flame of Olympus
by Kate O'Hearn
Emily's life changes forever when Pegasus
crashes onto a Manhattan roof during a
terrible storm. Emily is thrust into the center
fierce battle between the Roman gods and a
terrifying stone warrior race. JF O'HEARN

The Cabinet of Wonders
by Marie Rutkoski
Petra Kronos, accompanied by her magical
tin spider, goes to Prague hoping to retrieve
the enchanted eyes the Prince of Bohemia
took from her father. She is joins forces with
Neel whose fingers can extend into invisible
ghosts that pick locks and pockets.
JF RUTKOSKI

The Dragonet Prophecy
by Tui Sutherland
The seven dragon tribes have been at war
for generations, locked in an endless battle
over an ancient, lost treasure. A secret
movement called the Talons of Peace is
determined to bring an end to the fighting,
with the help of a prophecy -- a foretelling
that calls for great sacrifice.
JF SUTHERLAND

The False Prince
by Jennifer A. Nielsen
Conner, a nobleman, decides to save the
kingdom by finding someone to impersonate
the king's long-lost son. Sage is desperate to
win the role in order to save himself.
YF NIELSEN

The Amulet of Samarkand
by Jonathan Stroud
Intent on revenge, Nathaniel, a young
magician's apprentice, summons Bartimaeus, a
five-thousand-year-old djinni, to steal the
Amulet of Samarkand, a mysterious and
enigmatic artifact. Nathaniel then becomes
caught up in a dangerous world of espionage,
blackmail, murder, and conspiracy.
YF STROUD

Treasury of Greek Mythology:
Classic stories of gods, goddesses,
heroes & monsters
by Donna Jo Napoli
Combines lyrical retellings of classic Greek
tales with detailed illustrations to create the
perfect introduction to Greek Mythology.
J 292 NAP

Check J 292 to learn more about Greek Mythology!
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